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“HEAVENLY BLISS” 

Photo courtesy of Tony Varian, 
Shift Supervisor, Pfizer (Little Island). 

 
The photo was part of the “Earth Day 2020 competition” run onsite for colleagues and family to capture nature in the                     
garden. We had just planted this daisy in a pot in the back garden and luckily was able to capture this fellow. Unsure                       
what bee species this is, hopefully someone can identify. For the photography nerds this was taken on a Nikon                   
Coolpix L840….camera focus set on macro mode which allows for very close picture.  Tony. 

Note from the Editorial Committee: The views expressed in this newsletter are not necessarily the views of the Irish 
Beekeepers’ Association CLG and remain with contributors.  We continue to welcome all contributions big and small 

for the benefit of our members and readers.  Keep sending your contributions into us via 

editor@irishbeekeepersassociation.com   
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COVID-19 
 
 
Helpline update 

Hopefully by the time you read this we will be living in a more normal world. The help line has                    
had some enquiries, mainly to use the Zoom facility that has been set up for the associations to                  
use and there have been some calls for information which I have generally managed to answer                
myself. We had a fairly low volume of use which I think shows that we beekeepers for some                  
reason are reasonably adept at looking after ourselves, our bees and more importantly each              
other. 

Some of our associations have taken advantage of this to maintain contact with each other,               
usually through continuing committee meetings and beginners courses. At ‘3 Counties’ the            
beginners course was completed before the lockdown except for revision and practical which             
will be taken care of after the lockdown. 

I do know that our own 3 Counties Association already had the buddy system working before                
the lockdown and merely enhanced it with a Whatsapp group. We know that our more elderly                
members are all being taken care of by someone and have the offer of help with their bees and                   
anything else that arises. 

We already do most of our communication, including committee business, using emails and run              
a group which, now that it is up and running, needs very little management except for the                 
general day to day overseeing of our business. 

We are lucky in some ways to have a hobby/business which allows us to travel to maintain our                  
bees as they are classed as livestock by DAFM. It would be good if everyone took the time,                  
which is plentiful at the minute, to register with DAFM which would offer proof of your reason for                  
travelling should you need it. There is no need to neglect your bees at all and to simplify things                   
an early split or adding a super should avoid unnecessary swarming until we can get back to                 
them properly.  

So until the lockdown ends, stay well and keep safe and look after each other. Should you need                  
to use the Zoom facility or have any questions or suggestions for us please email me at                 
helpline@irishbeekeepersassociation.com   and one of us will get an answer to you fairly quickly.  

Alan Forskitt, IBAclg Research Officer and H&S Officer – 22 nd April 2020 
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Obituary: Bernadette Ferguson 
9th April 2020 
 
My dear friend Bernadette 

Having gotten the news of your sudden death, my memories of           

your wonderful smiling face and the joy you brought when you           

joined the group at any stage. Joking as we would wander around            

the hotel to find a dining room or meeting room. You radiated life             

made every moment count. 

Meeting you for the first time was at a NIHBS Munster Region             

Seminar in Mallow in 2015. The location we sat was not very            

warm so you remained with your coat on and your faithful           

companion Gwen at your feet. From then on we became buddies           

working with others to promote the Native Irish Honey Bee.. You           

took your role on and worked very passionately in getting many           

regions and Beekeeping Associations to work with us in the          

conservation of our native Apis mellifera mellifera. You travelled         

north, south, east and west for the sake of our beautiful bee.  

For the AGM you were amazing in achieving the prizes for the            

raffle. You could see ways to achieve things that others of us            

didn't, which made following in your footsteps for anyone an eye           

opener, to not give up and find a way.. Sharing workloads with            

you was always enjoyable and encouraging. You cared passionately about our bee and all who work for                 

the preservation. I thank you for being in my life for five short years which you enhanced and that of                    

NIHBS. I don’t know how long you were involved with bees before we met but none of this matters.  

You continued to amaze me, we were at congress in Horse and Jockey and when the first meeting ended                   

we were flung together even closer.. When congress re convened you were in the group I the foyer who                   

after this meeting were even more discussed. We stood together and you were the first one to put your                   

money on the table towards setting up a new national association.. We all decided to have lunch and                  

discuss further action.. You didn’t make it to the meetings in cork to set up IBA CLG but you were                    

working to bring other groups as affiliated members.. You didn’t make national meetings due to ill                

health but never gave up on having a fair. As with NIHBS you enhanced IBA CLG with your view of                    

justice.. 

Sadly you were missed in 2019 and 2020 from the seminars and AGM due to bad health but looking                   

forward to SICAMM having booked our room for September we joked about the races we would have                 
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you in your wheelchair and me trying to catch up.. You were really pleased with your nomination and                  

winning the Sam Miller award in 2019. 

Your operation was a success and we were delighted to know you were on the mend, and looking                  

forward to meeting everyone, sadly this is not to be as you are now our celestial Native Queen.  

Your son Caoimhan, Giles, your parents Jim and Ann and the rest of your family will be devastated and                      

we offer our sympathies to them. 

Your Friend  

Pauline Walsh 
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IBAclg: 2020 AGM 
 

 
Notice is hereby given that the AGM will now be held on 
Friday 26th June at 11am 
Venue: Company Registered Address: Costa Maningi, Derrymihan East, Castletownbere, Co 
Cork, P75EV90 
With Members/Delegates attending via Zoom  Online Conferencing facility 
 
*** NB *** 
 - All members are welcome & encouraged to attend using the zoom conference facility (see 
earlier email with registration details) 
 - Each association is entitled to appoint 2,3 or 4 delegates 
      - Depending on your assoc. membership at 31 Dec 2019 
          - 10-29 Members = 2 delegates 
          - 29-49 members = 3 delegates 
          - 50+ members = 4 delegates 
       - You need to inform the IBAclg Secretary of those named delegates 2 days ahead of the 
AGM 
 - Please submit nominations for directorships/sub-committees and any 
motions/resolutions by the 16th of June  - by email to 
secretary@irishbeekeepersassociation.com 
 
 

Agenda:  
Welcome, Quorum & Notice 
Minutes of Previous AGM 
Chairperson’s Report 
Annual Accounts and Directors’ Report 
Consideration of Motions & Resolutions 
Election of Directors 
Any Other Business 
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GO FUND ME REQUEST 
 

Urgent message to all members (from West Cork Beekeepers Association) 

Dear members  

The recent near fatal anaphylactic shock,as the result of a bee sting, suffered by the wife of one of the                    

members of WCBA, once again highlights the importance of the IRISH COMMUNITY RAPID RESPONSE              

and AIR AMBULANCE. Due to their rapid action a life was saved. 

The AIR AMBULANCE is a voluntary organisation, totally dependent on private funding. It gets no               

Government subvention. It limps along from one crisis to the next due to lack of funding, all the while                   

doing excellent work. 

As a consequence of the above case , the lady’s family have set up a GO FUND ME appeal on behalf of                      

ICRR.  WCBA are making a contribution of 200 euro. 

Private contributions from anyone as an individual would also be most welcome. 

Perhaps also it would be worthwhile for each of us to contact our TDs and ask them to fight for                    

Government funding for the Air Ambulance. 

The link for the Go Fund Me site is as follows. 

https://www.gofundme.com/f/irish-community-rapid-response? 

Thank you all. 

Barry Sullivan Chairperson WCBA 

DR. Jacqui Glisson Chairperson IBAclg 
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Greenmount 
By David Lee North Cork IBA Beekeepers Association 

 
The Ulster Beekeepers 2020 Conference was held on 14/15 February and was a huge success               
with a capacity crowd for the Two-Days. On arrival on Friday I met up with Brendan o Coughlain                  
and he gave me some flyers to hand out. The official opening was performed by Alderman John                 
Smyth, the Mayor of Antrim, who welcomed people from overseas, Northern Ireland & The              
Republic of Ireland and when that finished a photo was taken with dignitaries and I was included                 
representing IBAclg. 
 
The guest speaker; Professor Tom Seeley, gave a presentation on studies of how honey bees               
are living in the wild in deciduous forests of the north eastern United States, a place where they                  
have thrived as an introduced species for nearly 400 years as he said he had the pleasure of                  
conducting investigations of wild colonies over the past 42 years, he said he found wild colonies                
still thriving even though the deadly mite Varroa destructor has seriously reduced the wild              
colonies it is now clear that the wild colonies living today in the forests are a survivor stock. The                   
rest of his talk was devoted to presenting what he and other investigators have learned about                
the genetic and life-style advantages that enable these wild colonies to survive without             
assistance from beekeepers.  
 
On Saturday Morning Dr. Una Fitzpatrick, Dr Saorla Kavanagh & Prof Jane Stout gave              
presentations on the theme of all the speakers at the conference including Jane was on wild                
bees. Diversity Importance and conservation Saorla Kavanagh gave a lovely talk on protecting             
farmland for pollination, her day job is working with forty farmers in the Kildare and bordering                
counties from across the beef dairy mixed and tillage farming sector are currently involved in               
this project and are paid on the amount of quality of habitat they create. Sue Hill held an open                   
discussion with the group and it decided that if beekeepers registration be done on a voluntary                
basis it would have a better response than having it mandatory. They told us they have regular                 
meetings with the farming groups ie IFA the idea of that is to find out what farmers are organic                   
and also to encourage them to leave hedgerows grow to assist the pollination. 
 
I handed out leaflets I got from Brendan and Maureen had a laptop where she showed the IBA                  
website to a number of people and they were very interested to see what was on offer. A lot of                    
people were wondering were IBA still on the go as they hadn't read any reports of them in                  
National papers.  
 
David Lee 
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May to June Beekeeping 
Pauline Walsh, 3 Counties Beekeepers 

 
May 

• The weather should be good 
now and the colonies are ready 
for their first full regular 
inspection. These inspections 
will be weekly or fortnightly 
depending on your approach to 
swarm control and any other 
management procedures you 
may wish to perform such as 
breaking down swarm cells and 
splitting colonies. 

• Always  routinely inspect the 
entrance to assess the bees and 
their behaviour, check the Varroa floor insert for mite drop, ensure the bees are disease 
free and Check for queen right by finding eggs.  

• Always fill in the hive records at the time of inspection [of each hive]and plan for the 
next visit  

• Later in the month regular inspections can start if the colonies have built up enough to 
need them. Large colonies may need supers already.  

• put on the queen excluder  

• Mark (and clip) the queens. This may take several visits.  
• Syrup can still be fed to help the bees draw new comb.  

• Routinely inspect the entrance to assess the bees and their behaviour, check the varroa 
floor insert for mite drop.  

• Check for Swarm cells.  

• Check for queen right.  
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• Check for room for the queen to lay.  

• Super if necessary.  

• Decide what method of management you 
are going to follow and make ready 
equipment for yourself before you need it.  

• Swarm season.. be ready for call outs 

June 

• The weather should be better now but keep 
an eye on nectar going into the hive, some 
years the nectar dries up in June.  

• Continue regular inspections as before  

• Super as needed.[add two supers at a time so you have given loads of space. supers can 
be left above the crown board if not immediately needed]  

• Continue swarm control  

• Take off oil seed rape honey and extract before it sets.  

• Make up Nucs as needed  

• watch out for June gap where there can be no forage a couple of weeks [bees could 
starve] feed if needed as 21st of June is usually the start of the nectar flow in Ireland  

Pauline Walsh  
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Coillte Stakeholder Information Notice 
Coillte’s current BAU Strategic plans (forest five year plans) are due for review at the end of 2020. With your help,                     

Coillte will produce draft forest plans for the period 2021 – 2025 in the coming months. During this time we invite                     

stakeholders to engage with us and submit their recommendations into this consultation process. There will be 4                 

stages in this public consultation process as outlined below :-  

Phase How it works Timeline 

Phase 1 6 week public consultation when initial 

submissions are received 

March-May 2020 

Phase 2 Coillte review and acknowledge all 

submissions received during Phase 1 

May 2020 

Phase 3 Draft plans formulated and published.  6 week 

public consultation when feedback and further 

submissions are received 

June-July 2020 

Phase 4 Coillte review all stakeholder submissions to 

draft plan and produce final plan 

August-September 2020 

We are inviting you to review our current plans which are available on our website (link - current plans) and submit                     

your views and recommendations during Phase 1. This public consultation period runs from Monday 23rd March                

2020 until Friday 1st May 2020 (6 weeks). Submissions may be sent by email to consultation@coillte.ie or by post                   

to :- 

Ms Sharon Byrne, Coillte, First Floor, Block B, Marlinstown Office Park, Mullingar, Co. Westmeath . 
Please visit the Current Consultation (link) section of our website to find out more about this consultation process                  

including further details of how each phase of the process works. 

Thank you for taking the time to read this correspondence. 

  
Kind Regards, 

  

Sharon Byrne, 

Stakeholder Engagement Officer.  
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The All-Ireland Pollinator Plan 2015-2020  
www.pollinators.ie  
 
Dr Úna FitzPatrick 
Project Manager: All-Ireland Pollinator Plan  

National Biodiversity Data Centre 
 
Email: ufitzpatrick@biodiversityireland.ie  
 
Introduction 
Irish pollinators are in decline. The problem is serious and requires immediate attention to ensure the                
sustainability of our food, avoid additional economic impact on the agricultural sector, and protect the               
health of the environment. It has recently been estimated that the global loss of pollinators would cost                 
the world’s economy a trade deficit of €260 billion to €1.11 trillion per year! In the UK and Ireland,                   
pollination services have been estimated to annually contribute £322.10 million and up to €59 million to                
the respective economies. In Ireland, this estimate increases to a loss between €150–840 million per               
annum when imported animal-pollinated goods are considered. More regionally, pollination services           
provided to oilseed rape in RoI are valued at €3.9 million per year. In NI, the value of pollination services                    
for apple trees is thought to be around £7 million annually.  
 
Three-quarters of our wild plants also require insect pollinators, meaning that without them our              
landscape would be a very different place. Their value from a tourism and branding perspective is of                 
particular relevance in Ireland, but this has never been assessed in a monetary sense. 
 
Ireland has 98 native bee species, of which one third are threatened with extinction. Research shows                
that to maintain pollination service you need healthy honeybee colonies in combination with high              
abundance and species richness of wild bees and other wild pollinators like hoverflies. Pollinator              
declines are attributed to five main factors: habitat loss, general declines in wildflowers, disease,              
pesticide use, and our changing climate. Experts commonly agree that the loss of floral resources in the                 
agricultural landscape has been a key driver. Declines in wildflowers are largely due to changing farming                
practice, particularly the movement from hay to silage production. Our tendency to tidy up the               
landscape rather than allowing wildflowers to grow along roadsides, field margins, and in parks and               
gardens is also playing a role in fewer of these resources being available. 
 
Structure of the Plan 
To address the problem, the All-Ireland Pollinator Plan was initiated by Úna FitzPatrick and Jane Stout                
and then developed by a 15-member steering group, representative of key stakeholders. The Plan was               
developed from the ground up and is entirely voluntary. 
 
At its core, it is about providing food and shelter across all types of land so that Irish pollinators can                    
survive and thrive. It is a shared plan of action. It is about coming together to work strategically and                   
cohesively over the period 2015-2020, so that collectively we can take steps to reverse pollinator losses                
and help restore populations to healthy levels. The Plan’s actions are framed across five areas: 
 

1. Making Ireland pollinator friendly (farmland, public land & private land) 
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2. Raising awareness of pollinators and how to protect them 
3. Managed pollinators – supporting beekeepers and growers 
4. Expanding our knowledge on pollinators and pollination service 
5. Collecting evidence to track change and measure success 

 
Within each area, targets have been set and actions have been identified to help achieve that target.                 
The Plan identifies 24 targets and 81 actions in total. A large focus of the Plan is to identify actions to                     
improve the quality and amount of diverse and flower-rich habitat across Ireland. This will benefit both                
honeybees and wild pollinating species. These range from creating pollinator highways along our             
transport routes, to supporting pollinators through agri-environment schemes and encouraging the           
public to see their gardens as potential pit-stops for bees.  
 
The Plan is also about raising awareness on pollinators and how to protect them. With the support of                  
organisations like Eco-Schools it aims to ensure that everyone from schools, to farmers, to local               
authorities, to gardeners and businesses know what pollinators need and what simple cost-effective             
actions they can take to help.  
 
On publication, sixty-nine organisations agreed to support the Plan, many of whom have accepted              
responsibility for specific actions. These organisations range from Local Authorities, to State Agencies             
and NGOs. The number of supporting partners has since risen to over 100. 
 
The Plan is a project managed on a part-time basis by Dr Úna FitzPatrick within her current role as Senior                    
Ecologist in the National Biodiversity Data Centre (1.25 days/week). Between 2016-2019 Bord Bia and              
the Heritage Council co-funded one project officer position. The Plan doesn’t have a project budget, but                
from 2016-2019 DAFM provided €15,000 annually and this has been invaluable in allowing the              
publication of resources and outreach material. 
 
Managed pollinators – supporting beekeepers and growers 
Managed pollinators have an important role to play in maintaining pollination service in Ireland. We               
need to support beekeepers in collecting data, and in improving the management of pest and disease                
risks. The importation of managed bees needs to be carefully regulated and increasingly restricted to               
native subspecies. New pests and diseases pose a continual threat (e.g. small hive beetle). Where               
importation of bees is necessary it is vital that existing Irish populations are protected through health                
screening, certification of all imports, and reproductive isolation from native populations. Within this             
overall objective four targets and seven individual actions have been identified. Targets to support              
beekeepers & growers 2015-2020: 
 
3.1 Provide clear information on the distribution and condition of Irish honeybees 
3.2 Support beekeepers in maintaining healthy honeybee populations 
3.3 Support beekeepers in conserving native honeybee populations 
3.4 Support growers by providing best practice advice on the use of imported 
 bumblebee colonies 
 
 
Successes to date 
 
✔ As of the end of year 4 (Dec 2019), 96% of the 81 actions in the AIPP have been completed.  
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✔ Evidence-based resources have been developed for all sectors and are freely available at 
www.pollinators.ie  

✔ Across all sectors the number of individuals and organisations engaging with the Plan and taking 
actions continues to increase. 

✔ To date more than 1,100 individual sites have been logged on the online mapping system 
‘Actions for Pollinators’. 

✔ Biodiversity Ireland has received European Innovation Partnership funding through DAFM for a 
large project on ‘Protecting Farmland Pollinators’ (2019-2023). 

✔ Most Councils across the island have engaged with the Pollinator Plan and are taking actions on 
the land they manage. As of 2019, 40% of all Councils have already signed up as a formal 
partner. 

✔ Within RoI, 162 different local communities have now entered the special Tidy Towns pollinator 
award and made their local area more pollinator friendly. 

✔ The number of companies who have signed up as business supporters of the AIPP now stands at 
204 and far exceeds the original target set in the 2015 Plan. 

✔ Since its publication, the Pollinator Plan has been promoted via more than 450 published 
articles, interviews, and other events. 

✔ An action in the recent EU Pollinator Initiative (2018) is to encourage all Member States to 
develop national pollinator strategies and they have decided to use the AIPP as the template. 

 
Conclusions 
Despite minimal funding, as we reach the final year of the first phase of the AIPP, there is no doubt that                     
it has been a success. However, it is time to take stock and see what lessons can be learned. We also                     
need to look further afield to learn from international experiences in recent years. Importantly, this               
UBKA event provides you with the opportunity to contribute your thoughts and ideas, so that together                
we can make the 2021-2025 version as ambitious as possible.  
 
Acknowledgments 
Acknowledgements are extended to the 15-member All-Ireland Pollinator Plan steering group who            
developed and oversee implementation of the Plan. We also thank all those across sectors who have                
embraced the Plan and are working to make real changes for the better. 
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And in the Blue Corner 
- Caroline McDonald, Education Officer, Eblana Beekeeping 

 
 

Marking the Queen, from the Blue [or white] corner. 

 

Some beekeepers like to mark the Queen and others prefer not to do so. 

It is easy to spot the Queen when she is on the comb if she is marked so it may make life easier for a                          

busy beekeeper. Mark her early in the season before there are too many bees in the colony and she will                    

be difficult to find. 

How to mark. 

Pick her from the comb by the wings using your dominant hand then dab a small amount of marking                   
colour on her thorax. 

If-like me - you prefer not to handle the queen, use a queen marking cage. Catch her in a Queen catcher                   
and place her in the marking cage. Then press her against the grill and the marker can be dabbed                   
through the spaces. You may be able to scoop her into the queen-marking cage directly off the comb                  
without using a catcher. Take care when using the marking cage to go easy and not squash her too                   
strongly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Queen catcher…….                                     Marking cage                                         Crown of Thorns 

A Crown of thorns cage can also be used to trap the Queen. Hold/press the queen against the comb 
using the Crown of Thorns. Gently dab the marker colour through the grid on the device 
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One can also use a magnetic marker on the queen. There is a magnetic kit made in Germany which is                    
quite nifty. 

Each kit has numbered discs which are made of steel and therefore magnetic. The kit is complete with a                   
phial of glue. The discs are very thin –like a human hair and are very light. They are available in the                     
colours of the year and have numbers to identify each queen for notes and breeding. Simply place the                  
tip of the 'catcher' pen over the queen and the magnetic disc attaches to the nib so she is easy to catch                      
when she is wearing the magnet disc.  

This magnetic disc can be used to prevent the queen from absconding from the hive if some magnetic                  
metal is placed near the entrance. As she tries to fly out she is held aloft and cannot move out. The                     
beekeeper needs to check regularly on the hive as she is not going to last for too long suspended on this                     
magnetic swing! Think about doing this before you try it in your apiary. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are five colours which the beekeeper uses & each one denotes a different year which will enable 

the beekeeper to know how old she is. Some people simply mark the queen and make a note in the hive 

notes. For those of us who are colourblind any visible colour can be used and a note made of same. One 

can choose to adhere to the colour schedule or not.  

The Queen does not usually last/live beyond four years so five different colours is sufficient. 

 

 

 

 

 

Continued…  
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Marking the Queen (continued) 

In any event, the colours used are as follows: 

Years ending in 1 or 6 will be White … Will  

Years ending in 2 or 7 will be Yellow … You 

Years ending in 3 or 8 will be Red… Raise 

Years ending in 4 or 9 will be Green… Great 

Years ending in 0 or 5 will be Blue … Bees  

The following is a mnemonic to help remember the colours 

Will You Raise Great Bees 

 

 

eblanabeekeeping@gmail.com 
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World Bee Day 
 
[Thank you Sofia, Secretary West Cork Beekeepers for sharing this] 
 

 
 
 
 
https://www.un.org/en/events/beeday/ 
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LITTLE ISLAND BUZZING ON EARTH DAY, 2020! 
                                                              Tony Varian, 

Shift Supervisor, Pfizer (Little Island) 
 

- We are buzzing to share our good news about our new Apiary 
(location where beehives are kept) & Bee Lodge are being installed in 
the Upjohn Little Island site for Earth Day 2020. 

-  Little Island through its green & Sustainability Team are now 
Business Supporters of the All Ireland Pollinator Project. This new 
Beehive project has been driven by John O’Connor, Tony Nation and 
members of our safety & green team. We hope to bring our Bees and 
their Hives onsite this week -so stayed tuned with updates on the 
process. 

-   
- Project Details 
- A special area onsite has been developed to hold 2 Hives and 1 wild bee hive or bee 

Lodge as part of the  www.ibcp.ie project, a community project promoting Pollination and 
Preservation of Ireland's Native bee pollinators, especially The Irish Black Bee Apis m. 
mellifera. We will be advancing research and providing a habitat (bee lodges) for the 
Feral bees who through modern practices have seen their habitat decimated. Bee 
Lodges” provide shelter and breeding facilities for all species of Irish bees. These lodges 
were erected in a large tree onsite. Wild bees will occupy and propagate over winter and 
next year to increase the relevant populations. The Research project will feed directly 
into Habitat Support as native honeybees with increased Varroa tolerance will have 
greater survival rates in the wild when introduced to the “Bee Lodges”. 
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Our new Apiary (location where beehives are kept) & Bee Lodge are 
complete. Bees arrived this morning a little later than planned due to 
warmer weather. There are approximately 20,000 individual Native Irish 
Honey Bees onsite this morning species Apis Mellifera Mellifera . Take a 
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look at some  video footage attached   of our Bee colony attached and some 
still images of the bees. The pink mark on one Bee marks the Queen. 

-  
-  
-  
- VIDEO LINK HERE 
- https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&ik=1298a65f33&attid=0.3.0.1&permmsgid=msg-a:r-2997698622373

569140&th=171ac53468a8be9b&view=att&disp=safe  
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COLOSS Survey 2019/2020 
 

 
 
 

COLOSS: Honey bee colony loss/survival survey 
2019/2020 
Dear Secretary and fellow beekeepers 

  

This short correspondence is a reminder that it is now time to complete the year’s annual 

COLOSS survey on winter colony losses.  To ensure that the data collected is 
representative of Irish beekeeping, it is pertinent that as many beekeepers as possible 
complete the Survey. Irrespective of the number of colonies you have, or the number of 
years you are beekeeping, please consider completing the Survey. It is a relatively 
simple survey which aims to quantify winter colony losses as well as identifying possible 
causes. 

Since 2008, this annual COLOSS survey has been carried out as part of the National 
Apiculture Programme. However this year, because the 2019-2022 National Apiculture 
Programme is still out for tender, John Breen and I have agreed to conduct this year’s 
COLOSS survey in a personal capacity, thus ensuring the continuity of the monitoring 
programme. We obtained an extension of the University of Limerick Ethics Permission 
to conduct it. This means that personal information in the responses will be treated in 
accordance with the conditions of the Ethics permission: the data will only be accessed 
by John Breen and me for the purpose of the Survey, and no other purpose. Any data 
passed to the central COLOSS consortium will be anonymized (no names and no actual 
addresses). The data will be stored on a password protected and encrypted laptop 
owned by the University of Limerick. Because of the Covid-19 situation, neither John 
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nor I may have access to our work addresses; hence I am using my HOME address as 
the return address for the paper version of the Survey. 

  

The format of this year’s Survey is similar to previous years and includes 27 short 
questions. The survey may be completed manually by downloading a pdf file 
circulated by email on the 8th of May or online by clicking on the hyperlink: 
www.nationalapicultureprogramme.info  using a computer, laptop, android or 
iphone. 

  

To ensure that beekeepers can access the survey in the easiest way possible, 
this hyperlink: www.nationalapicultureprogramme.info and all versions of the 
survey will also be forwarded to the secretary of your local beekeepers 
associations  for circulation to all members and will also be available on the IBA 
CLG  webpage. 

Please participate as your contribution will be very much appreciated 

 Thank you 

Regards 

Mary F/ John 

 

Dr Mary F Coffey 

Professor John Breen 
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Results from 2018/2019 COLOSS SURVEY 
 

Report on the 2018/2019 COLOSS survey on winter colony losses in Ireland 

 by 

Mary F Coffey and John Breen 

 

Since 2008, winter colony losses have been monitored in Ireland annually using a standardised              

questionnaire which was originally produced by the international COLOSS network and is now being              

continued and coordinated by the COLOSS monitoring task force. Presently, beekeepers from over 30              

countries actively participate in this survey and since the questionnaire is a standardised questionnaire              

the results can be compared between countries and over time. In each participating country the survey                

is disseminated by a national coordinator with the assistance of beekeeping groups and organisations.              

The aim of the survey is not only to quantify winter colony losses, but also to identify possible causes for                    

these losses . Thus the survey includes questions on the number of colony losses as well as the age of                   

queen, re-queening, operation size, migration of colonies, Varroa control methods and specific forage             

sources. At an international level the earlier studies have examined the effect of operation size,               

migration and also a number of specific forage sources (Brodschneider et al ., 2016, 2018; Gray et al .,                 

2019). Data from the 2018/2019 survey was examined to determine if an association exists between the                

age of queen/re-queening and increased winter colony losses. This publication is ready for submission as               

a joint publication by the national co-ordinators. It will be published as an open access publication and                 

will be accessible to all beekeepers. 

The use of the same standardised survey, with just minor changes agreed between national              

coordinators at an annual workshop each year in January also allows trends to be observed over time                 

and we hope to analyse all the Irish data accumulated over the past 11 years in the coming months.  

However, the focus of the present article is to update beekeepers on the results from the 2018/2019                 

annual survey. As in previous years, the survey aimed for “full coverage participation”, meaning that all                

beekeepers in Ireland were invited to participate irrespective of their membership to any             

organisation/association to complete the survey. As in previous years, the survey was disseminated in              

late April-early May 2019, using a variety of media and social platforms. The timing of the survey in late                   

Spring allows beekeepers sufficient time to open colonies post-winter, determine the status of the              

colony and queen and thus be in a position to complete the survey accurately. 

The response rate to the 2018/2019 survey was 12%, which is equivalent to 376 fully completed surveys.                 

An additional 8 surveys were also received, but these were either incomplete or the data was                

inaccurate, hence were excluded from the final analysis. A response rate of 12% with a good                

geographical spread as indicated by Figure 1 allows reliable data on the percent winter colony losses to                 

be extrapolated at a national level. However when the graph is examined in greater detail noting the                 
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distribution of the red dots, which represent individual responses, it is clear that the response rate was                 

quite low in a number of counties (less than 10 completed surveys returned). Table 1 gives the list of                   

counties with less than 10 responses. 

 

 

 

Figure 2: The geographical distribution of beekeeper responses to the COLOSS 2018/2019 survey. 

 

Table 1: This list of counties with a response rate less than 10 in the COLOSS 2018/2019 survey. 

 

 

This limits the analysis of the data to a national level rather than to a county level which would be more                     

beneficial to beekeepers in the management of their colonies and also to the coordinators in               

determining if there are regional differences in winter colony losses. Anecdotal evidence for data              

collected to date suggests that for the past number of years, winter colony losses in Cork and other                  
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counties have been quite high, however there is insufficient data to analyse this hypothesis statistically.               

Therefore, it is pertinent that as many beekeepers as possible complete the 2019/2020 COLOSS survey.               

Specific details on how and where to complete this year’s survey are given at the end of this article 

In 2018/2019 the national average winter colony losses was estimated at 10.6%. This is the lowest                

winter colony losses recorded in Ireland since the first COLOSS Survey in 2008. This is consistent with                 

preliminary information from the analysis of the international dataset for 2018/2019 survey which             

shows that in many of the cool temperate climates such as Ireland; relatively low winter colony losses                 

were also recorded. For example in England, Wales, Denmark and Finland winter colony losses less than                

10% were reported. This low level of winter losses is very positive considering winter losses in Ireland in                  

2012/2013 was estimated at 35.5%. Figure 2 shows the national average winter colony losses estimated               

for the past 10 years. We have taken a figure of 15% losses as “acceptable”. 

Figure 1: The national average winter colony losses over the past decade based on the data from the                  

COLOSS annual survey. 

            

 
 
The classification of the winter losses into the three broad categories is also a key objective of the survey                   
and the result is based on the beekeepers assessment of the colony post winter. In the survey the                  
beekeeper is advised to consider a colony lost (or dead) if it  

1. died out (or reduced to a few hundred bees) during winter 
2. died out due to natural disaster  
3. was still alive post winter, but had queen problems that could not be solved (drone laying                

queens or had no queen at all)  
 

Based on the results from the 2018/2019 survey, beekeepers perceived that 6.4% of the total dead                
colonies died due to queen problems, 3.9% had just died out during the winter period, while 0.04% died                  
due natural disaster. In the Irish context natural disasters refers to flooding, wind, fallen trees,               
cattle/sheep, vandalism and theft. However, the low percentage losses being attributed to natural             
disasters, which is similar to last year, suggests that like beekeepers in many parts of Europe and in the                   
US, Irish beekeepers perceive that natural disasters have a negligible effect on winter colony losses. In                
contrast, Irish beekeepers consistently perceive queen problems as one of the main contributing factors              
to increased winter colony losses and this fluctuates from year to year. For example, in 2015/2016,                
2016/2017, 2017/2018 and again in 2018/2019 colony losses being attributed to queen problems were              
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estimated by beekeepers as 12.5%, 8% , 9% and 6.4% respectively. This is relatively high compared to                 
the loss rate estimated for the overall international study which has consistently reported loss rates               
from queen problems relatively constant at 4 to 5%. With regards to the colonies that had just died out                   
during the winter (3.9% of lost colonies) beekeepers reported that a large percentage of these colonies                
showed clinical symptoms of starvation/isolation starvation (Figure 3). Other conditions identified in the             
colony by beekeepers as possible causes of death are given in Figure 3.  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: The status of the dead colonies as perceived by beekeepers in the 2018/2019 COLOSS survey 

 

  

 

In early July each year, the Irish data together with the data from the other 30 participating countries is                   

coded, anonymised by the national co-ordinator and subsequently submitted to the international            

database for further analysis. This much larger dataset facilitates a robust statistical analysis of the data                

and hence associations and possible causes of increased winter colony losses can be determined.              

Presently, a co-authored article on the 2018/2019 COLOSS survey is ready for submission to a scientific                

journal and will be published with OPEN ACCESS later in 2020 thus ensuring the conclusions drawn from                 

the survey will be accessible to all beekeepers .  
For now, as authors of this article and coordinators of the Irish annual COLOSS survey on winter colony                  
losses for the past 10 years we are inviting all beekeepers to complete this year’s survey. Irrespective of                  
the number of colonies you have or the number of years you are beekeeping please consider completing                 
this year’s and with your help we will for the first time be in a position to analyse the data at a regional                       
level as well as at a national level.  

The survey is available online at www.nationalapicultureprogramme.info and this hyperlink may be            
accessed on the webpages of FIBKA, NIHBS and IBA CLG. For beekeepers that prefer to complete it                 
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manually, a pull-out printed version was included in the centre pages of the May edition of An Beachaire                  
. Or a pdf can be downloaded from the webpages of all beekeeping organisations and printed off. Links                  
are also available on all social media platforms of the different beekeeping organisations.  

All printed versions should be returned to: 

Mary F Coffey, Oldtown, Templemore, Co Tipperary 

The secretary of your local beekeepers’ association has also been contacted and requested to circulate               
the survey to all members together with a short letter from the authors of this article This letter briefly                   
describes the importance and benefits of completing this year’s COLOSS survey. 

Your contribution would be much appreciated: Please participate. 

And for those who have already completed the survey…thank you. 
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Tree Planting 
 

THE IRISH BEEKEEPERS’ ASSOCIATION CLG  1st May, 2020; FOUR THOUSAND BEE FRIENDLY TREES PLANTED during Co-Vid 19!  

Arbor Day (from the Latin arbor, meaning tree) is a holiday in which individuals and groups are encouraged to plant and care                      

for trees. Arbor day finds its origins in Nebraska City,  

Nebraska,United States, as initiated by J. Sterling Morton. The first Arbor Day was held on April 10, 1872 and estimated one                     

million trees were planted that day. Many countries now observe a similar holiday. Though usually observed in the spring,                   

the date varies, depending on climate and suitable planting season. 

Each year, the Irish Beekeepers’ Association CLG, ever mindful of the beneficial role of trees                

for honey bees, arranges the supply of native Irish trees, donated by Coillte, to members               

around the country. Affiliated associations on the ground ensure that the trees get to              

members and others in their localities. These trees, for many years to come, will benefit               

pollinators, honey bees, birds and other wildlife whilst providing a source of nectar, pollen and               

resin to bees.  Beekeepers fondly refer to these trees as “Bee friendly trees”! 

 

(Photo shows Dr. J. Stacey, Dungarvan GP, with some of the Mountain Ash / Rowan trees he planted in his bee friendly                      

garden; 400 saplings were planted in West Waterford this year!) 

This year, in spite of the Covid-19 pandemic lockdown, beekeepers persevered. Thanks to Coillte and beekeepers on the                  

ground, Tree Week 2020, was celebrated in style, with up to 4,000 saplings being planted in celebration of Arbor day and                     

national tree week; all done whilst maintaining social distancing. 

Trees provided by Coillte this year to the Irish Beekeepers’ Association CLG, included Oak, Common Alder, Silver Birch,                  

Beech, Mountain Ash, Whitethorn. .   etc 

A huge thanks to Coillte and its team under Pat Peters, who ensured the dispatch of the trees throughout the country. This                      

took incredible team effort on their part, and beekeepers nationally, acknowledge the dedication of Pat Peters and his team                   

for ensuring the trees were dispatched and subsequently planted. Thank you Pat and Coillte! 

And a very special thanks to you, the members who responded with photos and who issued press releases and local photos                     

to your local newspapers. Your enthusiasm and positive attitudes have made the hard work of getting 4,000 trees to you all                     

so very well worthwhile. Thank you! 

Check out this short video of the group here planting their trees whilst observing the necessary social distancing as they                    

work.  

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&ik=1298a65f33&attid=0.1&permmsgid=msg-a:r-666721611498557183&th=17228ad

582e7b081&view=att&disp=safe&realattid=17228ad16f2b8bbc45d1 
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PHOTOS COURTESY OF GERARD KEOGH; SOUTH KILDARE BEEKEEPERS’ ASSOCIATION. 
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